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Abstract

The feasibility of performing a radlochealcal lithlua solar neutrino

experiment is presently under study at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

The progress of these studies is reported here. Good progress has bean

made on the separation of the product, Be, from the target,, a 12 H L i d

solution in water. Experimental studies of several suitable efficient

methods for achieving this separation are discussed. Possible methods for

counting Be are listed and tha results of some preliminary investigations

of- some of these methods are reported. Moderate success in Ceiger counting

Be in the gas phase has been achieved. Background processes which can

also produee Be are also listed and the estimated backgrounds due to these

processes are reported.
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Introduction

The results of the first experiment in solar neutrino astronomy

neve greatly perplexed and challenged astronomers and astrophysicists.

Many suggestions have been offered attempting to explain why no neutrinos

from the sun have been detected in this experiment. Most of these

suggestions are concerned with explaining why the flux of solar neutrinos

with, energies above the detection reaction threshold is so low that

no measurable product results. The general belief prevails that the

lower energy neutrinos from the p-p reaction and the scarcer 1.44 MeV

neutrinos from the p-e-p reaction are produced in the sun, that they

reach the earth, and that they can be detected with a suitable detection

system. If a system sensitive to solar neutrinos from either of these

reactions did detect neutrinos, the resulting measurements would definitely

establish nuclear reactions as the present source of power in the sun and

would place an Important constraint on possible solar models. If, on

tbi other hand, the system did not detect solar neutrinos, this result

would indicate that a drastic change in one of the underlying assumptions

is necessary. At the present time there is great Interest In an experiment

which could answer this question.



Because of this great interest in another neutrino experiment, the

feasibility of performing a radlochemical experiment capable of detecting

pp neutrinos or pep neutrinos has been under investigation at Brookhaven

National Laboratory for several years. Such an experiment would be a large

and difficult undertaking. The purpose of this paper is to report the

progress of these studies and to outline the plans for the future. After

a brief discussion of the requirements for the experiment and of possible

candidates for the target isotope, an experiment using the target most

favored at present, Li, will be discussed in more detail.

Possible Radioehemical Neutrino Experiments.

The requirements for a radiochemical experiment are very stringent and

severely limit the possible targets:

1. The target element should be reasonably abundant and Inexpensive

with an abundant stable Isotope possessing a high-cross section for low energy

neutrinos. The half-life of the product isotope should be long enough that

a chemical separation is possible before decay and not so long that the

counting would take an inordinate length of time.

2. The chemical processing must be capable of separating 10-100 atoms

of the product isotope from about 10 atoms of target. This separation

take place in a time comparable to or less than the half-life of the

product. In addition, chemical trapping sites for the product element must

be eliminated or controlled.

3. An efficient and extremely low-background method for counting the

product Isotope must exist or must be developed.



4. Background effects which also result in the product isotope mist

be carefully investigated and either-shown to be negligibly avail or made

negligibly small.

The result of a survey of all possible targets which are sensitive

to pp and pep neutrinos is that the best targets are those which have been

proposed already, namely: Li, Mn, Ga, and Rb. tsch of these has

at least one major disadvantage. The major difficulties with Mn are

its small cross section (log ft - 6.0) and the long half-life of Fe

(2.6 y). The unfavorable features of Rb are its high cost and the short

half-life of 87Sr (2.8 h). Gallium has a high cost (t$400 kg"1) and an

uncertain availability (̂ 2 x 10 kg are required). The major disadvantage

of Li as a target is that efficient low-background counting of the product,

Be, is very difficult. On the other hand, LI has a relatively low

cost (^$14 kg" ), an easy availability, a high isotopic abundance (92.5Z),

a high cross-section (log ft - 3.3) and a suitable product half-life

(53 d). Because of these advantages, we have made Li our first choice u

target with Ga as a wistful second choice. If gallium were less expansive

and of assured availability, it would be our first choice due to its

sensitivity to pp neutrinos and to the easier counting of Ce.

The Lithium Solar Neutrino Experiment.

Since the energy threshold for the inverse 8-decay reaction of

neutrinos on Li Is 862 keV, a Li experiment must be designed for pep

neutrinos. In order to produce one Be per day with pep neutrinos,

approximately 10 atoms (1.4 x 10 kg) of Li are required. The cost of

this quantity of lithium is about 2 x 10 dollars.



A. The Chemical Separation of B« from Li.

Because of the high solubility of LiCl in water (14 M) we have

concentrated our efforts on eha separation of beryllium from nearly

saturated (12 H) LiCl solutions. Several attractive and highly efficient

aeparatlona of bcrylliua fro* 12 M solutions exiet. These arc ahovn In

Table 1. The eajor advantage of these Mthoda over many other possible

aethods is that they are all vary efficient and, as a.result, the phaae

voluae ratio of extracting phase to 12 H L1C1 may be kept small acd eha

separation is siupilfled.

It is difficult to say which of the above separations ie the vast.

Both liquid-liquid extraction methods are somewhat slow with extraction

half-times of the order of minutes. The tlae necessary for aaparatloa with

alumina is unknown to us. Our initial effort* at separation war* awte using

the dialkyl phosphate extraction system. So far this separation system

has been very satisfactory and we have continued to uae it. One favorable

property of the system Is chat both V and Th ate extracted so that these

a-emltters may be removed from the LiCl. Anoehar possible advantaga of

this separation is that Be(OH), does not precipitate at the extraction

pH, whereas it does precipitate at the separation pH for the other two

separations.

The most favorable separations of beryllium from 12 K LiCl using a

d.lbutyl phosphate extraction reault when an MJ.01 H solution of dibutyl

phosphate is used. The choice of organic solvent for the dlbutyl phosphate

depends on which phaae is desired to be the upper phase. Toluene Is a suit-



Table 1 Promising Methods for the Separation of Be fro* 12 M L1C1

Separation Method

Liquid-liquid txtr«:Uon
with dialkyl phosphate

Solid-liquid extraction
with dial lyl phosphate
polyater resin

Conditions

ptt* t . t
0.01 M dibutyl

phosphate in C^Cl̂

Probably save
as above

Liquid-liquid extraction wieh pB 4.4
trlfluoroacacylscetone 0.04 H trlfluoroacetyl-

acatoaa in bantana

Solid-liquid extraction wit)
activated alumina

i pM* 3.7

Kaasured
Distribution

Ratio

5 x 103

Mot •essured,
but probably
saac as above

5 x 103

3 x 105 al g"1

Reference

4

5

6

7

These pH valuea ware aeaaured in 12 M L1C1 solutions with s glass
alaetroda. They are only approxlaate becauaa of drift. The
negative logarithm to tha baaa tan of the hydrogen ion concen-
tration say ba obtained aaaroslaataly by adding 4 to tha given
pi value.



able lower organic phase. The pH of the solution may be controlled by

a
the rvo phase buffer ays tea represented in a slmplif led way by the

reaction:

RD(org) + ti+(aq) - LlD(org) + H+(aq.)

In which KD repreaenta dlbutyl phos-ihate. Optliaai extractions are obtained

when 25-30* of the add fora of dibutyi phosphate la converted to the llthltai

fora. When a 0.01 M solution of dlbutyl phoaphate In C-Cl, la used to

extract Be fro* 12 M L1C1, a distribution ratio for Be equal to 5 x 10

la obtained. Since, under the sea* conditions, the distribution ratio

for Li is equal to 2 x 10 , a good separation may be achieved. The berylllua

may bs back-extracted froa the organic phase using a 1 M HC1 solution. It

seems likely that at least thvee concentrations stagea wuld be necessary

in a full-scale experiment using a dlalkyl phosphate separation.

The principal difficulty with the separation chemistry, regardless

of the separation method used, is the possible presence of chemical tseps

for beryllium. Since all chemists believe that the chemistry of beryllium

is considerably more complex than that of argon, thia la a much bigger

worry Shan in the present experiment using Cl as a target. The major

sources of concern are the preaence of ion exchange aites on the walls

of the vessel used, the preaencs of ion exchange sites on traces of insoluble

hydroxides (such as Fe(0H>3, Al(0H)3> Zr(0H>4 etc.) diaperscd in the solution,

and the formation of insoluble compounds of beryllium. Since Be(OH),

precipitates at the pH valuea most suitable for the tfa and alumina separations,

these extractions would have to be continuous. Although Be(0fl)_ does not

precipitate under the pH conditions optimum for she dlalkyl phosphate



separation, this separation would also have to be done continuously because

berylliua dlalkylphosphate may precipitate en the vessel walls. Continuous

extraction would also tend to help with the problem of chemical traps.

Twc approaches to solving this problen c f chemical traps have been

tried. One is to try to saturate the traps with some other Ion. The Ion,la,

has been beneficial in this approach. Another approach which helps when

hydrous oxide precipitates are present Is to dissolve the precipitates

using a chelating agent such as EDTA which does not Interfere with the

extraction. The EDTA is also useful In furnishing more buffering capacity

In the aqueous phase. Unfortunately, the two approaches are incompatible.

Present evidence, although inconclusive, tends to indicate that the EDTA

approach aay be more useful. In spite of some progress toward the solution

of this problem, the possible existence of trapping sites will remain of

great concern in any radiochemlcal neutrino experiment.

In summary, the present status of the chemical separation is that It

Is successful of a bench top scale. We are now In the preliminary stages of

setting up to separate beryllium from 2 x 10 liters of 12 K L1C1. The

extraction will be performed using sone form of mixer-settler. Until now,

at least, the problems appear to be more In apparatus design and In material

selection than in the chemistry of the separation.

B. Counting of Be.

The problem of counting Be is much more difficult than Rh» problem

of the chemical separation because 89Z of the decays result only in a

recoiling Li ion and *n Auger electron with an energy of about 40 «v.

The remaining H Z of the decays result in a 477 keV garnaa ray along with a

recoil Li ion and an Auger electron of even less energy. This situation



Table 2 Counting Methods for Be

Method Efficiency,
percent Characterization Estimated

Background

Gaaaa
Gelger-gas phase
Celger-vall deposit

Gelger(gas)-Gama Colnc.
M ion recoi l
LI ion evaporation

11
> 40*
> 4*
> 4

< 40

< 80

477 kev
Decay only
Decay only

477 kev-Decay
7Li+ detection

7Li+ pass detection

RlOh
20/day
40/day

3/day

Unknown

Unknown

^Efficiencies Indicated were achieved In this study.



makes It very difficult to count a large fraction of the decays. To do so

with any specificity is even more difficult and without specificity, of

course, the counting background will be a major problem.

We have considered the counting methods shown in Table 2 as possible

methods for counting Be. Only the second, third and fourth methods In

the table have been investigated. The last three methods offer more hope

of specificity and low background. At best, method 4 will only count 11X

of the decayo.

Of the methods listed, Geiger counting of Be has been studied most.

Such counting is accomplished by extracting the Be along with about 15

mlcrograms of beryllium carrier as the acetyL'ice*onate into chloroform

and separating the beryllinjs acetylacetonate from the other cosponents

of the extract using gas chromatography. The fraction of the column

eluate containing the beryllium acetylacetonate is collected in a counter

with a volume of about 17 ml and the counter is filled with a suitable

counting gas. Upon heating the counter the beryllium compound vaporizes.

The counting rate of the counter Increases with Increasing temperature up

to 120° and becomes constant above this temperature. With Q gas(l.3Z

butane in He) as a filling gas, the following data were obtained (average

of four counters):

Volume efficiency of counter 0.80

Fraction of Be taken which appeared in counter 0.74

Fraction of Be decays in counter which caused counts 0.69

Overall efficiency for counting Be 0.41

A question of great importance in using this technique for counting
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Be is whether the counter continues to function for several ha^-Ilves at

a temperature of ISO0. This question has been investigated and tba answer

at the present tl«e Is not completely satisfactory. Although the counting

rate decays with a half-life of about SO days, the counter plateau becomes

less pronounced with tine. The plateaus Measured just after Che filling of

the counter had a Measured slope which varied for 5 counters fro* 7X/100

v to 26t/100v with an average of 16Z/100v. For a single counter with an

initial slope of 15Z/100 v, the slope increased to about 26X/100 • after

heating at 150° for 40 days. This counter continued to count after 98

days at 150 , but the plateau continued to steepen. More careful studies

are planned in an atteapt to improve this behavior.

The evaporation of beryllium as BeO onto a Geiger counter cathode at

1500° has been Investigated in a single experlaent. A maximum of about 4Z

of the decays were counted.

The counting of Be decays in the Geiger counter in coincidence with

gamma rays iu the 477 keV peak has been studied briefly. This technique

looks promising and studies on it will be continued using a large Mai

crystal recently obtained.

It is clear from these results that the counting problem la far fron

being solved. However, none of the above-mentioned methods has been studied

in more than a preliminary way and the last two not at all. In view of

the formidable problem faced at the outset, the present situation Is not

viewed as discouraging. Even method 1 is likely to be useful In some back-

ground studies and in the general counting of radioactive isotopes of

beryllium.



Table 3 Background Effect! in Ll(v,«") Be Solar Neutrino Detector

Source of Background Processes

Estimated
Background*

7Be atom/day

Cosmic raya Huon Interactlona than Ll(p,n) Be
Muon interactlona, 7 l e Reaidue
u" Capture, 16O(u-,2P6Nyp)Be7

Hautrinoa, 7Ll(vWiir)Be7

0.08
<0.001
<0.04
0.004

Neutron*

Internal Alphas
(10 ppb U and Th)

0 Fission, and (a,n) processes froa
roek wall 3 5ci (n ,p)»S and 7Li<p,n)7Be 0.01 (unshielded
Knock-on protons froa water 0.7 (unshielded

35Cl(a,p)38Ar and 7Li(p,n)Be7 0.02

*185,000 l i ters 12 M L1C1 at 4400 hg/ca2 depth 5 I PeP neutrino capture per day
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C. Background Studies.

Some processes other than neutrino reaction with Li which may fora

Be in a solar neutrino experiment are listed in Table 3. The magnitude

of only oae of these processes has been determined. In a single experiment

using a Pu-Be source placed in the center of a cylindrical tank 46 cm

in diameter and 118 cm long which was filled with 12 H LiCl, the cross-

6t^£lon for Be production by fast neutrons was determined. The ratio,

Be/neutron, measured in this experiment wes equal to 1 x 10~ . This

ratio leads to an estimated background la a full-scale experiment due to

neutrons of 0.7 Be per day without a water shield. With a water shield

this source of background should not be a problem. The background production

rates for the other processes have been estimated and are also shown in

the table. One source of Be which Is not shown In the table Is atmospheric

Be., Because of this background source, a closed system must be used and

great care must be taken during chemical processing to exclude atmospheric

Be. Although the sum of the estimated backgrounds with water shielding

amounts to about 10Z of the pep production rate, there is sufficient

uncertainty in these estimates that eaeh of the background processes oust

be studied carefully before a final decision Is made about a full-scale

experiment.

D. Siaanary of the Present Status and _Future Plans.

Although the feasibility of a radiochemlcal lithium solar neutrino

experiment has not yet been demonstrated, no Insurmountable obstacle has

yet appeared. There are several promising methods for the chemical separation

of the product Be. The possibility of chemical trapping of Be will have to
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carefuly studied at each stage In scaling up the experiment. Counting Be

with efficiency, specificity, and low background has not yet been achieved,

but sufficient progress has been aade that an Investigation can be initiated

into other processes which asy fora Be. The next etep Is to demonstrate

the practicality of the chealcal separation frost 2 x 10 liters of 12 M

L1C1 and to begin to study these background processes.
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